We show that the definition of proper time for Weyl-invariant space-times given by Perlick naturally extends to spaces with arbitrary non-metricity. We then discuss the relation between this generalized proper time and the Ehlers-Pirani-Schild definition of time when there is arbitrary non-metricity. Then we show how this generalized proper time suffers from a second clock effect. Assuming that muons are a device to measure this proper time, we constrain the non-metricity tensor on Earth's surface and then elaborate on the feasibility of such assumption.
corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action are needed to renormalize matter fields in curved spaces, and they will also be generated by quantum corrections to GR [4] [5] [6] . One of the directions for exploring modifications of the gravitational sector comes by noticing that GR and several alternative theories have been formulated assuming a Riemannian connection. Therefore, dropping this assumption and allowing the non-Riemannian part of the affine connection to play a role in the description of space-time is a possibility that could offer interesting phenomenology to be explored. To this end, one needs to study gravitational theories in the metric-affine formulation (also called 1st order or Palatini formulation) instead of their metric formulation. The difference between both formulations is that whereas in the latter the connection is assumed to be specified by the metric (as its Levi-Civita connection), in the former the connection is an extra field that enters the action and is a priori independent of the metric. Thus the dynamics of the theory is given by extremizing the corresponding action with respect to metric and connection independently (as opposed to extremizing it only with respect to the metric field). The independence of the connection with respect to the metric introduces 64 new degrees of freedom encoded in the non-metricity Q αµν . = ∇ α g µν and the torsion T α µν . = 2Γ α [µν] , which encode 40 and 24 components, respectively. By definition, these two tensors vanish in Riemannian space-times and encode the departures from metricity. 1 The theoretical and phenomenological implications of including torsion and/or non-metricity in the description of space-time can be diverse, depending on the manner in which they are introduced. While the consequences of torsion have been fairly analyzed up to date, those of non-metricity
have not yet been fully explored. 2 Several classes of theories which feature torsion and/or non-metricity that have been studied in the literature are gauge theories of gravity [8] [9] [10] , Ricci-Based gravity theories (which encompass Palatini f (R) or Born-Infeld gravity for instance) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , teleparallel and symmetric teleparallel [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , hybrid gravity [37] , Palatini scalar-tensor theories [38] , infinite derivative theories, etc. [39] . 1 In a sense, the torsion and non-metricity tensors are a measure of how non-Riemannian a space-time is.
Notice that although for some mathematicians non-Riemannian means a space-time without a Riemannian metric defined on it, for physicists the term is commonly used for space-times which have a (typically Lorenzian) metric structure, but where the connection is not compatible with the metric. 2 For a short review on the effects of torsion and non-metricity in metric-affine gravity, the interested reader is referred to [7] and references therein.
From a geometrical perspective, the torsion tensor measures the failure to close for infinitesimal loops built by parallel transport, while the non-metricity tensor measures how lengths and angles are modified by parallel transport. Concretely, if we decompose the non-metricity into its irreducible components, its Weyl can be achieved with general non-metricity [41] . In this case only the vectorial irreducible components of non-metricity transform as a gauge 1-form, while the tensorial irreducible components transform trivially by a conformal factor 3 .
Motivated by the discussion of Perlick [42] about how to construct a suitable Weylinvariant notion of proper time in Weyl-invariant space-times that reduces to the standard definition of proper time in the Riemannian limit, and following [43] in its analysis of the physical role played by the Weyl 1-form, we will be concerned about finding a suitable definition of proper time that respects scale invariance in the presence of arbitrary nonmetricity (or generalized Weyl invariance in the sense of [41] ), and also with the physical consequences of having non-trivial non-metricity if physical time was described by this definition. To that end we will generalize the parametrization for generalized proper time found in [44] to the case of arbitrary non-metricity and find the existence of a conformally invariant second clock effect related to an arbitrary non-metricity tensor. Then, under the assumption that fundamental particles measure the generalized proper time, we show that it is possible to constrain some components of the non-metricity around Earth's surface by 3 Concretely under a conformal transformation g →g = e φ g in 4 space-time dimensions, the different irreducible components listed in (16) transform as:
considering data on the time dilation of muons accelerated by a magnetic field, which give constraints to the amount of second clock effect that we would find by considering different muon trajectories in a background with non-metricity. We also discuss these bounds in several theories featuring non-metricity. Finally we elaborate on the conditions that should be satisfied by the matter fields and their coupling to the geometry so that generalized clocks can be built by means of the Märkze-Wheeler construction [45, 46] , which would make generalized proper time observable.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section (II) we derive the formula that gives the generalized proper time interval between two events connected by a given curve. In section (III) we discuss the relation between generalized proper time and the operational definition of proper time given by Ehlers, Pirani and Schild (EPS) in [47] . In section (IV) we show how from the definition of generalized proper time one can deduce that in the presence of non-metricity there will be an effect in the time measured by an ideal generalized clock that depends on the whole history of the clock. This effect is usually named second clock effect. We also point out what irreducible components of the non-metricity tensor would contribute to this second clock effect and which would not. In section (V) we analyze the physical consequences that would occur if muons were generalized clocks by using data on experiments that measure the dilation of the lifetime of the muon when accelerated in a constant magnetic field. For this purpose we assume a constant background non-metricity around Earth's surface and then particularize to specific theories. Finally, in section (VI)
we discuss under which conditions generalized proper time could be physical, in the sense that of whether it is possible to build clocks that measure it and some other final remarks.
II. GENERALIZED PROPER TIME
The usual Riemannian proper time, which is defined as the arc-length of time-like curves, is not invariant under scale (or Weyl) transformations. Worried with the possibility of studying the physics that occurs in Weyl spaces, 4 Perlick coined a way to define a proper time in Weyl spaces that is Weyl-invariant and reduces to the standard Riemannian 4 We will use Weyl space-time meaning Weyl-invariant space-time from here on.
proper time in the appropriate limit in a canonical way, i.e. using only the metric and the connection that define the Weyl space [42] . We will call this a generalized proper time. More recently, it was shown [44] that generalized proper time coincides with the operational time given by EPS in [47] , where they deduced from an operational point of view, and under certain assumptions, that the space-time manifold could be described by a Weyl space. In [44] a formula for computing the proper time between two causally connected events was also given as follows.
The proper time interval between two events γ(t 0 ) and γ(t) belonging to a time-like curve
where in a Weyl space the compatibility condition between metric and affine structures is given by ∇g . = Q = ω ⊗ g. We are here concerned with finding a definition of proper time in scale-invariant space-times with a general form of the non-metricity tensor Q, i.e. in generalized Weyl space-times in the sense of [41] . In order to do so, we will start with the same definition as presented by Perlick in [42] , which can be generalized to an arbitrarily general space-time in a straightforward way:
The parameter τ parametrizing a generalized clock is the generalized proper time measured by the clock.
It can be shown that every time-like path γ admits a parametrization with generalized proper time, i.e every physical observer can be a generalized clock [44] . In their argument the authors start with a time-like curve γ(t) and show that a reparametrization µ :
has the property thatγ(τ ) = γ • µ −1 (τ ) is a generalized clock. As (3) always has a unique solution, every observer (time-like curve) can be a generalized clock. The proof outlined in [44] is independent of the relation between metric and affine structure, which allows us to use this result and follow the steps of [44] to find a general solution for (3) in a space-time with arbitrary Q. In order to derive this solution, let us start from the definition of the covariant derivative for rank 2 tensor fields
where X, Y, Z are three arbitrary vector fields. Notice that by definition of the non-metricity
which is analogous to Eq.(9) of [44] after the substitution
Which combined with equation (3) gives
Integrating this equation for µ = τ leads to a formula for computing the generalized proper time as defined in (2) elapsed between two events A = γ(t 0 ) and B = γ(t) for the observer
This formula reduces to (1) if the non-metricity tensor is specified to be of the Weyl kind, which is the corresponding one for Perlick time 6 as found in [44] . The proof of the additivity of generalized proper time as specified by (7) is completely analogous to that outlined in [44] . Due to the fact that (7) reduces to (1) for Weyl non-metricity, and as proven in [44] (1) has the correct Weyl-Integrable-space-time (WIST) and Riemannian limits, this general 5 Notice that this substitution is a particularization of a general non-metricity tensor to a Weyl-type nonmetricity tensor. 6 Note that Perlick time is just generalized proper time with the restriction that the non-metricity is Weyllike.
proper time (7) will also have the correct WIST and Riemannian limits, thus being a sensible generalization of Riemannian proper time.
In Ref. [41] , it was found that in non-Riemannian manifolds, under a scale transformations of the metric, the scale invariance of the affine structure implies certain transformation properties of the non-metricity tensor under scale transformations. In fact, one can verify that the simultaneous transformations g = e φ g andQ = e φ (Q + dφ ⊗ g) (8) leave invariant the affine connection (as scale transformations should). Since conformal transformations do not modify the orthogonality conditions (2) is automatically preserved by these transformations and therefore the definition of generalized proper time naturally encodes conformal invariance, which can also be verified by using (8) on the expression (7) for generalized proper time. Thus, the aforementioned properties of (7) suggest that it is a suitable generalization of proper time for conformally invariant space-times with general non-metricity.
III. RELATION BETWEEN GENERALIZED PROPER TIME AND EPS

PROPER TIME
In the framework introduced by EPS in [47] one of the key assumptions that lead to the conclusion that space-time should be a Weyl space 7 was the compatibility between the projective structure given by freely falling particles and the conformal structure given by the light rays. They also define a notion of proper time within this framework which is Weyl invariant and coincides with generalized proper time in Weyl spaces [44] . Thus, under the restriction to the non-metricity tensor to be Weyl-like, the generalized proper time should boil down to EPS proper time. Let us find out whether the equivalence between EPS and generalized proper times can also be achieved for more general kinds of non-metricity, or rather Weyl-like non-metricity is the most general form of non-metricity that allows this.
To that end, we proceed by generalizing the proof given in [44] for the equivalence of EPS and Perlick clocks. 7 Of course, Riemannian space is a sub case of Weyl space with ω = 0
Let us first study under which conditions an EPS clock is also a generalized clock. By definition, a time-like curve γ(τ ) is an EPS clock (i.e. it is parametrized by EPS time) if there exists a vector field V γ (τ ) which is parallel along γ(τ ) and satisfies g(γ ′ (τ ), γ ′ (τ )) = g(V γ (τ ), V γ (τ )) along the curve [47] . Differentiating this condition one finds from (4) and
using the fact that V γ (τ ) is parallely transported along γ(τ ), so that DV γ (τ )/dτ = 0, the following relation follows 2g
This condition is valid for any EPS clock. Then for an EPS clock to be also a generalized clock, by definition of generalized clock, the condition 
Using that such a V γ (τ ) is parallely transported along γ(τ ) and the orthogonality between γ ′ (τ ) and Dγ ′ (τ )/dτ , from (4) one finds
which together with the initial condition g
is also satisfied along γ(τ ). Then for a generalized clock to be also an EPS clock (13) must hold for all time-like curves. And therefore the condition (13) is a necessary and sufficient condition for a generalized clock to be an EPS clock. We can now try to figure out the solutions for a non-metricity tensor that satisfies the above condition. First we re-write this condition in the following way: For every timelike curve (remember every timelike path can be a Perlick clock) define a symmetric 2-tensor by q (γ) αβ (τ ) . = Q µαβ γ ′µ (τ ). Thus condition (13) can be restated as
This condition is an algebraic constraint that should be satisfied by q (γ) αβ for every EPS and generalized clock γ(τ ), and if it is satisfied every EPS clock would also be a generalized clock and vice-versa. Now notice that for a given clock γ(τ ), and at a given time, there is only one constraint given by (13) and 10 (algebraicaly) independent components of q (γ) αβ . Thus the system is indeterminate. Since it is homogeneous, a Riemannian space-time (q (γ) = 0 ∀ γ(τ ), τ ⇒ Q = 0) is a solution. However, there is another canonical solution that can be found by using one of the conditions for γ(τ ) to be an EPS clock, which can be written as 8 which can also be written
In this case, we can always find at each point a 1-form ω such that
) for all the curves through that point. Thus this other canonical solution is nothing but a Weyl space-time with Q = ω ⊗ g. One further way of understanding whether there can be other solutions is to look at the conditions on the irreducible components of Q. In 4 space-time dimensions, the non-metricity tensor can be decomposed in its Lorentzirreducible pieces as
where
After some algebra, we can see that (13) leads to a relation between vectorial and tensorial components of non-metricity that reads
Notice that this relation has to be satisfied for every timelike γ ′ (τ ), and given a point, there are infinite γ ′ (τ ) at that point, but the non-metricity components have to satisfy (17) for all such tangent vectors. Thus, because of the tensor structure of the equation, the most general way to satisfy (17) for all tangent vectors is to have M = −S and Q 1 = 4Q 2 . Using these conditions into (15) , we are led to a form of the non-metricity tensor written in terms of its irreducible components as
which implies that the most general space-time where any EPS clock is a generalized clock and vice-versa is a Weyl space-time. In fact, the EPS paper states that from its construction based on the compatibility of the projective and conformal structure one is led naturally to a Weyl geometry [47] (although some subtleties have been addressed in [48] [49] [50] [51] ). That 
IV. GENERALIZED PROPER TIME AND THE SECOND CLOCK EFFECT
As a postscript to the original paper by Weyl [40] , in which he introduces his theory with a geometrization of electromagnetism by means of a Weyl-like non-metricity tensor, Einstein criticized the proposal by stating that the theory had an unpleasant effect due to the non-integrability of lengths. The clock rate of standard clocks would depend on their past histories, which would have imprints on the spectral lines of atoms (an effect that was not observed). This effect was later coined as the second clock effect [52] . In order to illustrate it, consider two clocks c 1 and c 2 synchronized at point A (see Fig.(1) ), which are transported together until point B, then separated and transported along two different paths, Γ 1 and Γ 2 , until point C, where they are rejoined. Let the proper time starting from point C to be
where τ andτ are the measuring of clocks 1 and 2, respectively.
The times from A to C can be computed using Eq. (6) as
where (u, γ 1 ) and (ū, γ 2 ) are the parameters and world lines of paths 1 and 2. As in [44] , after a reparametrization fromū to u, we find
Then, using the fact that γ ′
and placing Eqs. (21) and (23) into Eq. (20), we find
Since both clocks have the same scale at the event A, i.e.,τ ′ (u A ) = τ ′ (u A ). Therefore, a clock that measures generalized proper time will measure a second clock effect for a general non-metricity tensor given bȳ
Notice that this expression reduces to the result found in [44] for a Weyl-like non-metricity tensor Q = ω ⊗ g. Also notice that such relation is invariant under the action of conformal transformations (8), Γ 1 −Γ 2 dφ = 0 ( Γ 1 − Γ 2 is a closed path). Therefore our construction describes a conformally invariant second clock effect.
V. OBSERVABILITY OF THE SECOND CLOCK EFFECT
We saw in the last section that generalized clocks suffer from the second clock effect. In this direction, the most suitable experiments of us are those that test the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, which were already used in [43] by assuming that the Weyl If we consider Minkowski space-time (with vanishing non-metricity), the proper time of the muon is
If we use the coordinate x 0 = c t as parameter and setting the initial time as t 0 = 0, we have
where we used the Lorentz factor γ −1 = 1 − v 2 0 /c 2 . Do not confuse with the γ-symbol that we are using for space-time curves in this paper. Notice that the coordinate time, t, is the time measured by the observer in the laboratory frame. For a circular trajectory with constant velocity, the lifetime of the muon (as measured by an observer in the laboratory) is thus dilated by the Lorentz factor as ∆t = γ∆τ. (28) For experiments that measure the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon we usually have γ ≈ 29.3, which is called the "magic γ" due to the fact that, for this value of the Lorentz factor, the contribution of a focusing electrostatic potential is removed from the rotation of the muon magnetic moment [53] .
In the Muon Storage Ring at CERN, the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon was measured [54] , and it was also measured the relativistic dilation of its lifetime [55] . At rest, the muon has lifetime τ ≈ 2.2 µs, and in this experiment it is dilated to t ≈ 64.4 µs. This experimental result is also consistent with the CPT symmetry that predicts that µ + and µ − must have the same lifetime. Let us now consider some examples of non-metricity tensors that are common in the literature and analyze their contributions to the time dilation in this experiment.
A. Constant non-metricity
As a first example, let us consider the case of a constant, universal non-metricity tensor.
In 4 space-time dimensions, the non-metricity tensor can be decomposed in its Lorentzirreducible parts as done in (15) and (16) . A decomposition that was also used to set experimental constraints on the irreducible components of the non-metricity tensor assuming a constant non-metricity background around Earth's surface [56] . Analyzing the expression (7) , we see that the second clock effect is sensitive to the contraction of the non-metricity 
where, as before, ρ 0 is the radius of the trajectory and v 0 is the modulus of its spatial velocity. Using these definitions in the proper time (7) with the initial conditions
we can expand the exponential factor inside the integral in (7) to find
Now, we can decompose the non-metricity tensor in its irreducible parts, leading to
where we define the Lorentz factor γ −2 = c −2 g(γ ′ γ ′ ) = 1−(v 0 ) 2 /c 2 and V µ as the components of the four-velocity γ ′ (29).
With these definitions, a straightforward calculation leads to
As before, in order to find the dilated lifetime we need to find t as a function of τ . Since γ τ is the dilated lifetime as predicted by special relativity, we can find a correction and a split in the dilated lifetimes of muons as
where t SR . = γτ is the dilated lifetime predicted by special relativity.
We can go further by noticing that since we are in cylindrical coordinates, the covectors that decomposed Q αµν do not have the same units. So, we should transform to Cartesian coordinates in order to compare the different components of the non-metricity tensor. Also, it is reasonable to assume that, in Cartesian coordinates, the components of the non-metricity tensor are all of the same order of magnitude, just like is the case of the metric components.
Since we are just interested in a rough constraint on the non-metricity tensor, we notice that the Jacobian matrix that shall transform the coordinates from cylindrical to Cartesian are of the order of the radius of the particle trajectory ρ 0 . Therefore, in order to give such constraint we can simply correct the dimensions of the non-metricity components using powers of ρ 0 . In fact, if L represents the length dimension of a given quantity, a straightforward dimensional analysis reveals the following dimensionality for the components of Q-decomposition
Thus, if we define new variables with the same dimensions as the non-metricity tensor,
i.e., L −1 (recall the definition of the non-metricity tensor ∇ α g µν = Q αµν ), we shall be able to constraint Q. As we will see, this approach will be justifiable by comparison with previous cases [43] .
Let us defineΣ
As expected, each angular index "2" carries a power of ρ −1 0 for these covectors. With these definitions, we should have these new variables of the same order of magnitude. For simplicity, let us assume thatΣ
where Q is a constant parameter with dimensions L −1 . This way, from the data of the CERN experiment also used in [43] , and the difference between the theoretical prediction of special relativity and the experimental uncertainty 9 ∆τ (µ ± ) ≈ O(10 −2 )µs, and assuming that muons can describe a generalized clock, we could set a constraint on the absolute value of the parameter Q.
From
we find an upper bound on the intensity of a universal non-metricity tensor (where we use
9 It is worth stressing that such difference lies within the statistical error and can also be described by systematic effects.
The constraint found in [43] can be derived as special case of the above analysis if one assumes a relation between the Weyl component of the non-metricity tensor and the electromagnetic field. In fact, the contribution from Weyl geometry from that paper is given exclusively by the c 2 v 0 term of (39) , which gives |Q| O(10 −9 )cm −1 . However, Q is given by 3|λ|ρ 0 B, where λ is the characteristic dimension-full constant of the model relating the electromagnetic field to the non-metricity, and the length and magnetic field scales of the muon experiment are respectively ρ 0 = 700 cm and B = 1.4 × 10 4 G. Implying that |λ| ≈ 10 −16 G −1 cm −2 , which is the result found in [43] .
The effect of the general non-metricity tensor is governed by the c 3 γ 2 term of (39), which amplifies the second clock effect in comparison to the Weyl case, furnishing a much narrower constraint. In fact, if we divide this upper bound by the length and magnetic field scales of the muon experiment, we would find 10 −21 G −1 cm −2 . Improvements of this bound shall come from the Muon g − 2 Fermilab experiment [57] that has been similarly designed and is currently investigating the mysterious anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [58] , and should also publish the most precise data on the dilation of muons lifetime.
B. Ricci-based gravity
In Ref. [44] , it is found that a Weyl integrable space-time (WIST) is the most general
Weyl space in which a Perlick clock does not measure a second clock effect. Since we have generalized this result for spaces with arbitrary non-metricity, it is pertinent to ask whether generalized clocks would measure a second clock effect in specific theories of modified gravity, or on the contrary, these theories give rise to space-times which are free of it. In this regard, let us notice that generalized clocks would measure a second clock effect in any theory of gravity which does not have a non-metricity tensor of the form Q = dφ ⊗ g. Among the most popular classes of theories, let us point out that the extended teleparallel theories (see e.g. [25] ), which have vanishing curvature and non-metricity, are free of second clock effect.
On the other hand, generalized clocks in the so-called symmetric teleparallel theories will in general measure a second-clock effect. The case of Ricci-Based gravity theories (RBGs), with a Lagrangian of the form L g µν , R (µν) (Γ) should be further analyzed, as it is not so clear. RBGs can be defined as the most general class of projective invariant theories in which the action is an arbitrary analytic function of the metric and the Ricci tensor [13, 59] . The projective symmetry is achieved by including only the symmetric part of the Ricci tensor in the action, and it ensures the absence of ghosts in these theories [18, 19] . A common characteristic of RBGs is the fact that they all possess an Einstein frame representation, and that the connection can be algebraically solved as the Levi-Civita connection of an auxiliary metric q µν which is related to the space-time metric by g µν = q αν (Ω −1 ) α µ . The matrix (Ω −1 ) α β, usually named deformation matrix, is generally determined by the relation −|q|q µν = −|g|∂L G /∂R µν , being L G the gravitational Lagrangian. In general, this allows to build an equivalence between these theories and GR with a modified matter sector [14] [15] [16] [17] . In fact, this matrix has the property that it can be expanded as an analytic function of the stress-energy tensor, taking the form
Here (α n , β (i) n ) are the expansion coefficients that depend on the gravitational action,
(n−i) are scalar functions built with (n − i) powers of the stress-energy tensor. It is worth noting that, given that in these theories ∇q = 0, the non-metricity tensor can be written as
It is an interesting question to ask what is the subset of RBG theories that are free of the second clock effect. From the discussion in section (IV) this question is equivalent to the question of what RBG theories yield Weyl integrable space-times. Using the relation between q µν and g µν and the form of the non-metricity tensor given in (42) , a necessary and sufficient condition for a specific RBG to be safe from the second-clock effect is the existence of a scalar function of φ(T ) that satisfies
Taking the trace in the two last indices of (43) we have that, if such function exists, it must
Without adding extra structure in our theory, or setting some ad-hoc constraints in the form of the stress energy tensor (which might be physically non-viable), the most general solution to the condition (43) is (45) where C is a constant. Therefore, we arrive to the conclusion that, in order for an RBG theory to avoid the second clock effect, g µν and q µν must be conformally related, 10 which is true iff all β (i) n coefficients in the expansion (41) vanish. As is well established, the subset of RBG theories in which q µν and g µν are conformally related is composed of all the metric-affine (or Palatini) f (R) theories [12] . To see this, notice that in general Ω α β is defined to be proportional to g γβ ∂L G /∂R αγ , and f (R) are the only RBG theories that satisfy ∂L G /∂R αγ ∝ g αγ , thus having a conformal deformation matrix. Therefore, among RBG theories, generalized clocks will in general measure a second clock effect, with the exception of f (R) theories.
As an example, we can do the same analysis done in the last section for space-times with a non-metricity as the one generated in RBGs. This is, on Earth's surface, up to O(Λ −8 Q ) and neglecting Newtonian and post-Newtonian corrections, the non-metricity tensor of RBG theories is given by
For the muon experiment, let us consider the stress energy tensor of the constant magnetic field pointing in the z direction. This means T = 0 and T µν = B 2 /8π diag(1, −1, 1, 1) in the laboratory rest frame (where we are using the definition of [60] , chapter 11). Therefore, given that B 2 is covariantly constant to this order, we have no non-metricity and no second-clock effect at this order.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we defined the notion of generalized proper time for spaces with arbitrary non-metricity. This can be done in a purely geometrical way, requiring only primitive geometrical objects like curves, a metric, and a connection. This definition naturally incorporates scale invariance and generalizes Perlick's definition for spaces with non-metricity more general than Weyl's. We also discussed the relation between this generalized proper 10 From the point of view of Weyl transformations, g µν and q µν describe the same Weyl space-time since they are related by a Weyl transformation, thus being in the same conformal class.
time and the operational notion of time given by Ehlers, Pirani and Schild, and discussed how a second clock effect would arise for a generalized clock in presence of arbitrary nonmetricity. This effect would be measurable provided that we find matter fields that allow us to construct a generalized clock, and under that assumption, we set bounds on several components of the non-metricity tensor from muon lifetime experiments at CERN. There is the question, however, of whether one can actually construct a generalized clock with the ingredients found in the universe, or whether it is just a mere idealization. To that end it is useful to define the notion of physical clock as a clock that measures time as experienced by physical observers (i.e. particles). By means of a generalized Märkze-Wheeler construction, one could in principle build clocks by using light rays and affine geodesics, instead of Riemannian ones, as done by Märkze and Wheeler in [45, 46] , and then study whether this construction bears any relation with generalized proper time. Notice that if it is to be related with generalized proper time, scale invariance should play a central role on this generalized
Märkze-Wheeler construction. Nonetheless, even if the construction of generalized clocks is possible in this way, that does not guarantee that it is possible to find such clocks in nature.
Particularly, one would need to find massive particles that follow geodesics of an affine connection with nontrivial non-metricity, thus implying a violation of the Einstein equivalence principle, which is strongly constrained experimentally [61] . General relativity is constructed in such a way that free test particles follow Riemannian geodesics due to the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor (which is also linked to the Bianchi identities) [62] . This conservation law can also be deduced from the theory's invariance under diffeomorphisms (for instance, see section 4.1.8 of [63] ) and depends on the definition of the energy-momentum tensor and in the way the matter Lagrangian is constructed, i.e., on the coupling between matter and geometry. Since, even in theories with non-trivial non-metricity, particles that are minimally coupled to the geometry [64] follow Riemannian geodesics, they are not well suited as generalized clocks. Particularly, unless muons are seen to couple non-trivially to the affine structure, they will not be measuring generalized proper time. However, some proposals for different couplings have arisen recently. For instance, the case of integrable Weyl space-time was addressed in [65] , in which a coupling that obeys the gauge invariance of the geometry is proposed, and it turns out to be equivalent to the usual minimal coupling of general relativity in a Riemannian frame, thus implying that free particles follow Weyl geodesics in this theory. This issue was also addressed in [66] for non-integrable Weyl ge-ometry, and the authors concluded that free particles should follow Riemannian geodesics.
In the context of f (Q)-gravity, it has been recently proposed [67] a coupling with matter that deserves an immediate analysis due to the appearance of an extra force in the geodesic equation (with the Levi-Civita connection). And more recently, the case of a non-minimal coupling between matter and geometry in manifolds endowed with a non-metric connection has gained growing attention [68] . Thus, the issue of whether generalized proper time can be regarded as physical might depend on the particular model, since the possibility of constructing a generalized clock within every model depends on its particular geometry-matter coupling. Therefore further work in analysing different models is needed to see whether generalized clocks can (or cannot) be built naturally in any of them.
